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Conclusions
● 1D model LAKE simulates basic thermodynamic and dynamic processes in water, ice,

snow and bottom sediments
● The model has been validated in terms of thermodynamic state variables on a number of

lakes, including those studies in LakeMIP project
● Biogeochemical and physical processes controlling vertical distribution and dynamics of 

oxygen, methane and carbon dioxide in water column are taken into account
● Methane concentration and fluxes have been validated on lakes Shuchi  

(Siberia, not shown), Seida Lake (North European Russia) and Kuivajärvi Lake (Finland)
● Computationally cheap version of LAKE has been introduced to INMCM climate model

where demonstrated reasonable performance in lake surface temperature
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Introduction

Lakes occupy a significant part of land in many northern regions, e.g. in Northern 
Siberia, Karelia, Finland and Canada. The importance of thermodynamic interaction 
between lakes and the atmosphere in these regions led to inclusion of lake 
parameterizations into climate models and numerical weather prediction systems. 
However, these lake parameterizations are still confined to heat and momentum 
exchange at the lake-atmosphere interface, whereas observational evidence (see 
below) is growing on the importance of greenhouse gases emissions from lakes. In 
order to extend our current knowledge on the dynamics of these emissions and gain a 
capability of making future projections of climate taking into account lake carbon 
fluxes, suitable modelling framework is to be developed. A lake model involving 
explicit treatment of both key biotic and abiotic controls of methane and carbon 
dioxide emissions is to be developed.

Physics of 1D lake model

Biogeochemistry of the model

Validation Site 1: Kuivajarvi Lake (Finland)

Single bubble model
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4

Validation Site 2: Seida Lake (European Russia)

Further development of LAKE model 
biogeochemistry

Lake fraction in INMCM Earth System Model

The lake, country The 5-year (1980-
1985) averaged 
summer surface 
temperature, modelled, 
°С.

The 5-year (1980-
1985) averaged 
summer surface 
temperature from 
observations, °С

Huron, Canada 19,2 17,9

Victoria, Tansania-Kenya-
Uganda

25,25 23,6

Baikal, Russia 14,83 12,4

Ladoga, Russia 15,49 14,0

Lake surface temperature validation in a 
coupled model

Lake parameterization effect 
on surface temperature

Lake parameterization in INMCM ESM

 Previous lake have been presented in the model as soil with top layer 
without specific heat but with radiation and aerodynamic properties 
of water

 Turbulence closure in LAKE model has been changed to 
Hendersson-Sellers diffusivity for stable stratification

 Convective adjustment is added to LAKE for unstable stratification
 No lake morphometry
 Lake fraction and mean depth from GLDBv2 database (Choulga et 

al., 2014)
 Shortwave radiation extinction coefficient in lakes is taken 1 m-1 

globally
 Lakes are added as a new tile to the surface layer
 Surface flux scheme for lakes taken the same as for other surfaces in 

INMCM, including Deardorff convective velocity scale (Beljaars, 
1995) 

The difference between the averaged annual temperature of water bodies, calculated by 
the new lake parameterization and preceding lake representation as a wetland, 1981.
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